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ICAI aims for transparency in Covid-era 
accounting
TNN | May 28, 2020, 04.00 AM IST
Will the company be able to continue its 
operations? Or to paraphrase in accounting 
terminology — will it be a going concern? 
In the pre-pandemic era, this was relatively 
simple to answer. Today, historical financials 
can no longer be relied upon to predict 
future trends such as cash flows.
Companies are having to factor in the 
Covid-19 impact, and the resultant possibility of higher 
defaults from customers. Valuations are challenging too. 
This is because of significant reduction in the fair value of 
investments and other assets.
The biggest issue relates to the going concern concept. 
Section 134(5) of the Companies Act requires directors to 
state that the annual accounts were prepared on a going 
concern basis. As auditors are responsible for evaluation 
of the management’s assessment, the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of India (ICAI) has issued a series of advisories, 
FAQs and guidance reports for its members.

Covid-19 does not automatically translate into material 
uncertainty on the company’s ability to continue, states 
ICAI’s report, titled ‘Going concern, key consideration for 
auditors amid Covid-19’. But, it calls for regular updating of 
the assumptions used in the management’s going concern 
assessment.

The management should factor in 
the conditions in the markets & 
industry in which it operates, their 
customers’ ability to continue 
in business & pay bills, support 
provided by local governments, 
the effects of social distancing 
and lockdown laws. Availability 
of funding sources, regulatory 
restrictions or relaxations in this 
regard should also be factored in, 

states ICAI’s report.
The auditor should maintain an appropriate level of 
professional scepticism, according to ICAI, which also 
calls for timely and effective communication between the 
management and auditor. In the backdrop of a cash flow 
forecast prepared by the management, the auditor could 
discuss the company’s plans to liquidate assets, borrow, 
restructure debts, reduce expenditure, increase ownership 
equity, etc, and the timelines for such action.
“Companies would provide a valuable service if they can 

ICAI working on audit quality norms to boost 
Indian firms' global standing
Quality parameters can be applied suo moto by ICAI's 
80,000 member firms; best practices to include creation of 
supervising partner position, audit rotation, among others
Ruchika Chitravanshi  |  New Delhi , Last Updated at May 
28, 2020 
The institute of chartered accountants of India (ICAI) is 
developing an audit quality maturity model to bring global 
standards for all its member firms and provide them with a 
score on achieving the required benchmarks.
The quality parameters can be applied suo moto by the 
80,000 member firms of the ICAI.
“The idea is to improve the inherent capabilities of 
auditors...While a lot of the quality parameters are already 
there, we are putting things in black and white to help 
make our firms become globally competitive,” Atul Gupta, 
president ICAI said.
Some of these best practices would include creating a 
position for a supervising partner, audit rotation among 
others. “Most big firms have these checks in place but in 
Indian context firms need to evolve so India can also have 
big audit firms in the future,” Gupta added.
The institute has recently opened the Centre for Audit 
Quality at ICAI’s Centre of Excellence in Jaipur to ‘develop 

a systematic audit quality framework.’
“The Centre for Audit Quality will aim at the continuous 
investment in the contemporary education and training for 
prospective accountants and auditors, developing guidance 
and training programmes to assist audit teams and offices 
to undertake effective root cause analysis,” Gupta said.
In a press statement, ICAI said India was on the cusp 
of a huge data revolution and it had become essential 
to advocate the position of the auditors to the various 
stakeholders to fill in the expectation gaps.
“There is no set definition of a quality audit, and many 
factors influence audit quality. As a result, judging audit 
quality can be challenging and subjective,” the statement 
said.
The auditing model is being designed on the basis of 
guidelines provided by the International Auditing and 
Assurance Standards Board. The quality indicators to be 
issued by the ICAI will be over and above the requirement 
to have a peer review and the financial reporting review by 
a third party.
Its Centre of Audit Quality will also provide training to 
auditors in terms of developing professional skill sets, using 
technology, and improving digital competency in areas 
such as the safety of data.
“This will improve the performance of auditors… We are 
institutionalising the standards for audit firms in India,” 
ICAI president said.
ICAI may also give certifications to audit firms for their 
score on its quality parameters and evaluation of their 
competence, Gupta said.



ICAI to develop audit quality indicators; seeks 
to bolster competence of Indian audit firms
There are around 80,000 audit firms in the country and 
the count of practising auditors is about 1.5 lakh.
PTI|Last Updated: May 31, 2020, 07.26 PM IST
In efforts to strengthen quality of auditing activities, 
chartered accountants' apex body ICAI will develop a 
framework for audit quality indicators that will also help 
Indian audit firms and auditors to compete globally. ICAI 
President Atul Kumar Gupta said that currently quality of 
audit is not being benchmarked, and the focus is to have 
customised audit quality indicators.
The Indian Institute of Chartered Accountants (ICAI) has 
also decided to open a Centre for Audit Quality at Jaipur.
The plans assume significance against the backdrop of the 
government proposing changes in the existing regulations 
to enhance audit independence and accountability.
According to Gupta, the centre would be developing audit 
quality indicators, carry out capacity building activities and 
gradually there can be an "audit quality maturity model" 
whereby the quality can be benchmarked.
"When we will have the audit quality maturity model, we 
will be guiding the members on what kind of steps should 
one use, capacity building, procedures to be followed...," he 
said.
There are around 80,000 audit firms in the country and the 
count of practising auditors is about 1.5 lakh. The institute 
has nearly 3 lakh members and half of them are working in 
the industry.
"The idea is to develop a framework for audit quality 
indicators that will help Indian audit firms and auditors 
compete globally," Gupta told .
In February, the corporate affairs ministry came out with 
a consultation paper to examine the existing provisions 
of law and make suitable amendments therein to enhance 
audit independence and accountability.

The ministry's consultation paper also came amid several 
auditors and auditing entities coming under the regulatory 
lens for alleged misdoings. 
One of the proposals in the consultation paper was about 
development of a 'Composite Audit Quality Index' to 
improve accountability of auditors and audit firms.
"To build a culture of quality audit, and to have a ready-
reckoner for measurement of audit quality, an index may be 
developed involving qualitative and quantitative measures 
- at both engagement level and firm level. It may be made 
mandatory for big listed companies and voluntary for 
others.
"This index will also facilitate companies in objectively 
assessing the auditors/audit firms before their appointment," 
as per the consultation paper.
A final decision on the proposals, for which stakeholders' 
suggestions have also been gathered, is yet to be taken by 
the ministry.
Elaborating on the concept of audit quality indicators, he 
said they can be adopted by audit firms on a voluntary basis 
to maintain, improve and showcase their quality level.
Noting that development of audit quality indicators would 
be a continuous exercise, Gupta said there are international 
indicators available and those have to be customised as per 
local requirements.
Compared to foreign countries, India has more number of 
small and medium audit practitioners. So, the audit quality 
indicators need to be customised, he added.
Gupta said the centre would be doing a lot of research as 
well as capacity building, and training programmes for the 
members and the industry.
Research and innovation would also be carried out in the 
area of audit for improving overall audit quality.
To ensure quality of audit works, the framework of peer 
review board and financial review board are already in place.
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comment on the liquid resources at their command and 
their ability to meet all their financial commitments in the 
next quarter or the next few quarters,” says CimplyFive 
Corporate Secretarial Services CEO Shankar Jaganathan.
If there is material uncertainty of the company’s ability 
to continue its business, the auditor should report this in 
a separate section, states ICAI. Commenting on ICAI’s 
guidance, SR Batliboi and Co partner Sanjeev Singhal says, 
“Listing down additional factors that an auditor should 
consider while testing the going concern criteria will 
make auditors more comfortable in deciding whether the 
accounts should have been prepared on the basis of a going 
concern or not. Examples of situations where auditors 
should qualify their report will bring in consistency.”
CimplyFive has released a model disclosure format that, if 

adopted by companies, would bring in better transparency 
for stakeholders. The model covers the three broad areas 
of context, impact and disclosure. Each of these is detailed. 
For example, ‘impact’ would be assessed under the heads of 
liquidity and profitability, which can be assessed with some 
certainty. The other two elements would be solvency and 
sustainability, on which only an opinion can be expressed at 
a given point of time.
The model disclosure, signed by key officials and endorsed 
by the board, should be a single document of the company’s 
own assessment, which should be shared with the stock 
exchanges and also made available to investors on its 
website. “Considering that the impact is likely to be felt in 
both the short and medium term, the document should be 
updated when any material change occurs,” says Jaganathan.
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ICAI launches Article Placement & Industrial 
Training Portal
Team Careers360 | Jun 17, 2020
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) 
has launched its Article Placement & Industrial Training 
portal to help both students and companies to get 
together. The portal has been launched through ICAI’s 
Students Skills Enrichment Board (SSEB) with prime 
objective to develop the requisite Skill Set for budding 
Chartered Accountants and Enrichment of their 
Professional Skills. The Article Placement & Industrial 
Training Portal has been launched as a platform to 
provide an opportunity to both students and companies 
to interact with each other for selection of company vis-
a-vis students.
Atul Kumar Gupta, President, ICAI launched the 
Industrial training portal through a live webinar on June 
14 witnessed by approx. 24,000 students. During the 
webinar, Mr. Sanjay Rughani, Chairman, Professional 
Accountants in Business Committee of IFAC and 
CEO, Standard Chartered Bank, Tanzania was the 
Guest of Honour and the webinar was also graced by 
Nihar Niranjan Jambusaria, Vice-President, ICAI; Jay 
Chhaira, Chairman, SSEB & Pramod Kumar Boob, Vice-
Chairman, SSEB.
Atul Kumar Gupta, President, ICAI on the occasion 
said“ The students should focus on Skill Building with 
specialization in one area to achieve success in their 
life, irrespective of the fact whether they belong to 
small towns, villages or the metro cities. There are equal 
opportunities for all of them and they can certainly 
attain the pinnacle of success in their lives if they have 
the right attitude in life, as it is rightly said that, “To 
reach a greater altitude in life, right attitude is important 
rather than aptitude”.
President, ICAI further added that “ Industrial exposure 
is very much important for a student to move ahead 
in his / her dream of becoming a CEO from CFO of 
a company. Today, the industries need an all-round 
personality which in true sense can become the business 
solution provider.”
The Portal will showcase the number of students eligible 
for enrolment as well as members available for imparting 
training to them. It will also show the details of companies 
registered, region-wise, specialization-wise and number 
of vacancies available. The portal will intimate the 
students well in advance through the system, about 

ICAI will Publish CA Exams Results within 15-20 
days after Examinations
By Team Taxscan - On June 20, 2020
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India ( ICAI) 
will publish the CA Exams Results within 15-20 days 
after the examinations.
The ICAI President, CA Atul Kumar Gupta said that 
ICAI has initiated the next-generation KPIs in its 
services to the Members and Students may it be on TAT 
or qualitative; taking delivery to WOW level. Reducing 
the time lag between examination and results by 15-
20 days, 100% digitization of answer books evaluation 
process, and verification result within 7 days of 
application by students are among the few KPIs being 
recently developed.
The ICAI President also said that “in the recent past 
during COVID-19 Pandemic coupled with lockdown, 
two important initiatives; namely self-service portal and 
digital learning hub acted as a vibrant vehicle for delivery 
of better and timely services to members and students. 
Through these services, we not only assured paperless 
communication for our members and students but also 
acted as a catalyst for skill development”.
More than 3 lakh members and an equal number of 
students are enjoying the uninterrupted services and 
e-learning through these two initiatives which could be 
a case study for students of management, he also added.

their eligibility for industrial training via emails/SMS. 
At the same time, the portal will give online approval 
to industries who intend to impart industrial training 
to CA aspirants as per our Chartered Accountants 
Regulations. The Students Skills Enrichment Board 
(SSEB) of ICAI also imparts practical education and 
training through Information Technology and Soft 
Skills training to the students undergoing the Chartered 
Accountancy Course. The Board organises various 
students’ related activities like - webinars, conferences, 
seminars, co-curricular activities, etc. for developing 
and enriching personality, leadership qualities and 
communication skills of our students. The Board also 
awards scholarships to meritorious, differently abled 
and needy students.


